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Abstract: Hlpothesis is very often inevitable in research activities.

Hypothesis ii of at least three kinds, each of which should not be con-

nseo. a study trying to measure the relationship between variables

can predict tni nnAing based on theory or logical cornmonsense. This

prediction is called tieoretical hypothesis. ln testing hypothesis quan-

iitativety, the theoretical hyilothesis should be transformed inio s/afis-

tical hyp,ssfussjs, which takes the form of Null hlpothesis and its alter-

natives. It is the Null hlpothesis that is to be tested to justify its rejec-

tion or otherwise its acieptance. In quatitative study, the res*lt of first

data analysis is called temporal empirical hypothesis that should be

validated with more data. This cycle of rechecking the result with

more data is done again and again until the hlpothesis becomes the fi'
nal conclusion.

Key words: theoretical hypothesis, empirical hlpothesis, and statisti-

tical hypothesis.

Drawingaresearchhlpothesisisveryofteninevitableinaresearch
project invoiving either quantitative or qualitative data. The type of hy-

iotir"rir is diffeLnt frorn one research activity to another research activ-

irr, o, from research involving quantitative data from the one involving

q,rutitutirr. data. In other wordi, there are more than one types of hypothe-

sis, each of which has its defihition and function that should not be con-

il"Jty the researcher. Misplacing one hypothesis from another hypothe-

sis shows that the researcher does not have clear understanding of what

hypothesis actually is.

When a researcher predicts the findiog of his/her research based on a
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tlreory or based on a logical cornmon sense, he is drawing a theoretical
hypothesis. Another researcher rvho draws a temporary conclusion, a con-
clusion that he/she will validate with more data, is drawing an empirical
hypothesis. While a researcher is computing data for his/her research, he
wants to be objective, he does not want to be biased. Therefore, helshe
will have to state a null hypothesis with its alternative(s). This kind of hy-
pothesis is called statistical llypothesis, which is different from the other
two hypotheses.

THtrORETICAL IIYPOTHESIS

In a research project applying quantitative approach or which relies
the expected frnding on quantitative data (data that have to be quantified
in the process of analysis), a researcher who is trying to measure the rela-
tionship between two or more variables must predict the answer to the
problem or the finding of tho research based on theory or based on logical
common sense. This prediction must have theoretical as well as logical
truth in it. This theoretical and logical prediction is called a hypothesis
(Tuckman, 1999:89; Borg & Gall, 1983:78). More precisely, Ary, Jacobs,
and Razavieh (1979:72) defines the theoretical and logical hypothesis as

" . . . . ..a tentative proposition suggested as a solution to a problem or as

an explarntion of some phenomena. It presents in simple form a
statement of the researcher's expectation relative to a relationship
between variables within fhe problem".

For exarnple, in a research aimed at testing the effect of sex toward
the achievement in language l'eaming or in math learning, the researcher
can predict that theoretically and logically female students would make
better achievement in language learning than male students of the same
level. In the same way he/she can predicate that theoretically and logi-
cally, male students would make better achievement in math leaming than
fcmalc students of the same level.

Whcn a study does not try to measure the relationship between two
or rnoro variablos, or whcn it involves only one variable, a hJpothesis
c.lnrx)t bo providcd. ln othcr words, not cvcry research problem has to be
lirllowcd witlr a rusclrch hypothcsis. Irorcing oncsclf to provide hypothe-
sis firr overy rcscarch ltroblcur would rosult in the difficulties during the
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l)roccss of statistical contputation of the datq as every hypothesis should

iltor bc transformed into a statistical hypothesis for the purpose of testing-

So. a hypothesis which cannpt later be transformed into a statistical hy-

lrofhcsis is a *tottg hlpothesis (Ary, Jacobs, and Razavieh, 1979:77). ln
il," .rn" way, a hypothesis which already takes the forrn of, statistical hy-

pothcsis, not for the purpose of testing, is also wrong because it does not

rcllcct theoretical and logical prediction of the answer to the research

problem.
Tuckman summarizes three criteria to meet in stating a hypothesis

t.orrectly. A good hypothesis statement should (i) conjecture about the di-

rcction of thi relationship between two or more variables, (2) be stated

clcarly and unambiguously in the form of, a declarative sentence, and (3)

tre testable; that is, it should allow restatement in an operational f,orm that

urn then be evaluated based on data (fuckrnan, 1999:73).

Following are examples of good hypothesis statements derived from

thc related research Problems.

Problem : Do students with higher IQ tend to achieve better in
learning a foreign language than those. with lower IQ?

Hypotl.tesis : Students with higher IQ tend to achieve better in learn-

ing a foreign language than those with lower IQ'

Problem : Do students learning a foreign language achieve better

from a dir6ctive foreign language teacher than those

from a non-directive foreign language teacher?

Hypothesis : Students leaming a foreign language achieve better

from a directive foreign language teacher than those

from a non-directive foreign language teacher'

Problem : Does the repetitious use of prompting in instructional

language learning materials impair the effectiveness of
those materials?

Hypothesis: Students using language learning materials with repeti-

tious use of prompting do not learn as effectively as

those using language learning materials without repe-

titious use of prompting. (Tuckman, 1999: 29'73,
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STATISTICAL HYPOTHESIS

Unlike theoretical hypothesis aimed at predicting the outcome of the
research, statistical hypothesis is a statement that has to be made by the
researcher while computing the data to allow statistical h5,pothesis testing
(Tuckman, 1999: 88). This statistical hypothesis is transformed from the
theoretical hypothesis and should, therefore, not be mentioned after the
statement of the research problem in Chapter I of &e research report or
thesis. In fact, it does not have to be reported in any chapter of the re-
search report or thesis. It is usually found in Statistics books which de-
scribe the process of computation, more specifically in the process of hy-
pothesis testing. Statistical hypothesis always takes the form of null hy-
pothesis, represented as Ho, followed with its alternative(s), alternative
one hypothesis, represented as HI, and altemative two hypothesis, repre-
sented as H2.It is this Ho that is to be tested in the statistical analysis.

For example, from the theoretical hypothesis mentioned earlier about
the effect of sex toward achievement in language leaming, the hypothesis
which states that female students would make better achievement in lan-
guage learning than male students of the same level can be transformed
into a statistical FIo statement, there is no dffirence in achievement be-
tween female students anl male students in language learning (repre-
sented as Mean score of Female students - Mean score of male sfudents: 0). From this ^Fy'o, the altemative Hl can be formulated as Mean score of

-female students is significantly bigger than that of nnale stwdents. and its
alternative H2 asMean score of male students is significantly bigger thnn
that offe ma le s tudents.

statistical analysis tests whether there is enough statistical evidence
to reject Ho.rf enough evidence is found, then the researcher rejects the
Ho. ln the absence of enough statistical evidence, the researcher accepts
the Ho. In other words, statistical analysis allows the researcher to test l1o
and to determine whether the evidence suggest rejecting or accepting it. If
the statistical analysis results justify rejecting the Ho, then they provide
support f,or its altemative hypothesis (Tuckman, 1999: 284).If the statisti-
cal analysis results do not justify rejecting Ho,thenrlo is accepted, which
means that there is no support for its alternative hypothesis.

In the case of testing the effect of sex towards achievement in lan-
guage learning, r1o would refer to the belief that the average score of male
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strrclcnts is about tho snnro as that of female students. Even if the average

scorg is diffcrent, let's say thc mean score of the female students is higher

rhan that of male students, it is believed that the difference occurs by mere

t.lrlncc variations. If the measurement is to be repeated, the difference in

tlrr: average score might disappear. Testing Ho refers to testing that be-

lre vc.
If the statistical hlpothesis testing results do not show strong evi-

tk:nce to reject that belief (I{o), then that belief flo) is not to be changed

:rnd is then taken as the finding. That belief of equality between the two

uroans (/1o) will change only if the statistical hypothesis testing results

,how sirong evidence to reject it. Rejecting 11o means that there is a

strong r"uron to believe that the difference is not mere chance variations,

rt is areal difference (Vockell & Asher, 1995:316-319). This means sup-

l)ort to the alternative hlpothesis.

TIMPIRICAL HYPOTflESIS

A language learning res'earcher ((as illustrated by Bogdan and Bik-

tcn, (1998:24) in their hypothetical study for descriptive illustration)) is

trying to study ffictive language teachers. His general topic and focus is

developing a'thiory on ffictive language teachers. FIe starts his research

Uy deciding to choose a teacher who can represent a real effective lan-

guugr teacher as his subject" After observing several language classrooms

Ld-interviewing several experienced language teachers, language learn-

ers, school head"masters, and some parents whose children are learning

language in their classrooms, he gets recommendation to select one

t.u"he. who is believed to have the right authority to represent ot meets

the expected criteria of an effective language teacher as his subject of the

study.
He then conducts an in-depth interview in a long, open-ended, tape

recorded discussion with the selected ffictive language teacher' As a
supplement to the interview, he also visits the teacher's schools and ob-

,"*", her in action. From that initial interview and observation, he devel-

ops a loose descriptive theory of language teacher effectiveness. This

tt rory is his first cinclusion of the study which is still temporary as it is
based on initial interview and observation. This is his first temporary em-

pirical hypothesis.
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After he has sketched out his temporary theory of effective language
teacher, he picks a second effective language teacher to interview. In
picking the following efilective language teachers to interview, he used
snowball sampling technique; that is, he asked the first person he inter-
viewed to recornmend others. He interviewed the second subject in a
similar open-ended manner, with holding the theory (first Hypothesis) he
developed from his first initial interview. After the second interview" he
rewrites and modifies the theory (the first hypothesis) to fit the new caso.
He continues choosing and interviewing new people, modifring the theory
(previous hypothesis) to fit the new case, He proceeds in this manner,
picking new subjects, enlarging the theory (the temporary hypothesis) un-
til no longer comes across any case that does not fit the theory (the hy-
pothesis). At the end, he takes the final hlpothesis as the conclusion or
the finding of his study about' language teacher ffictiveness (Bogdan &
Biklen, 1999:64).

The narration on the process of qualitative research on language
teacher effectiveness above shows us another type of hypothesis (Tuck-
man, 1999: 417) different from the earlier mentioned theoretical as well as
statistical hypothesis. This type of hypothesis is not based on theory, nor
is it for the purpose of statistical data computation, it is a temporary hy-
pothesis based on data analysis. This hypothesis after going through sev-
eral modification to fit several cases becomes the final conclusion of the
study.

Following is another illustration to clarifi, empirical hypothesis. A
study on the order of acquisition on English reflexive pronouns among
Spanish children leaming English as a Secclnd Language in the United
States reveals that the chiidren flrst acquire the form: myself, yourself,
herself ourself, hisself, and theirself. The first three reflexive pro-
nouns myself yourself, and herself are correctly learned in this first tem-
porary conclusion but the second three reflexive pronouns hisself, our-
self , and theirself are overgeneralized from the possessive pronouns mJ,,,

your, her, his, our and their that they have leamed before plus the word
self.T\en in the next stage in the sequence of acquisition of the reflexive
pronouns, the children leam : myself yourself, herself himself, ourself,
and themse(+. This second stage of the sequence in the acquisition of re-
flexive pronouns is the improvement of the first stage conclusion, cor-
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r.t trng thc form hissef and theirself nto himself and themself' Ttns

1., ..,,,1 sbgc conclusion is still temporary,. it is not final yet' Only in the

,,.*, -irrg",",hen the Sp"r"fr children acquire the final conclusion myself

t"('nrscli hersetT oursLfues, hitnself, and themselves' comecting the wrong

Irrrnts'(trurself" and themself to-the correct forms ourselves and them-

'flre process of acquiring the rules-of reflexive pronouns by the

Slxrnish 
"hildr.r, 

learninj English as the Second Language in the United

St.tcs that takes stages s[ows-that learning the rules of reflexive pronollns

t.,, ttlese children does not take once for all. It stalts from the first expo-

.,rrr.o to the actual use of the expressions involving those reflexive pro-

il()uns, then is followed spontaneously with subconssious analysis by the

.lrildren resulting in the'first stage c-onclusion: rnyself, yourself, herself

,ttrtt'gJf, hisself, and' rheirself ihe first stage conclusion is.verified and

,.,uirei through the second cycle which again starts with further exposure

;r'd cnds in subconscious analysis resulting in the second stage conclu-

,,rrrr. iyrut| yourself, herself 
-himself, 

ourself' and themse-lf'- The sec-

,,,rtl stale corrclusio' is again verified and revised through the third cycle

,rt.iJ Jgain starts with further exposure and ends in subconscious analy-

*is ,csuliing in the last stage conciusion: myself, yourself, herself himself,

t t r r r s elves, and thems e lves.

This process of acquisition of the rules of, reflexive pronouns by the

Spanish 
"hildr.n 

learning English as a Second Language in the United

Siates is just like the pro-cess of dutu analysis in qualitative research that

involves a temporary empirical hypothesis, which is revised into the nex:t

tcnlpora.ry 
"tnpitl"ui 

hyp-othesis, unlil q-e hJpopthesis becomes the con-

"lusion 
(Dulay, Bur[, & Krashen, 1982215)

REVIEW ON HYPOTSESIS STATEMENTS IN TIIESIS

Following is discussion on how hypotheses are stated in theses on

language leariing. Some theses state good and clear hypotheses' some

,t i, #ong hypdthesis, and Still others state hypotheses which are not

elaborated enough.
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Good and Clear Hypotheses

. Following are examples of hypothesis statements that meet the crite-ria of good hypothesis. They state the expected relationship u.i*".o nu.i-
ables involved, are testabre, consistent with the ,"irtirg iiiy or howt_
llg:t,*d stated simply and concisely (Ary, Jacobs, *l n *_"h, l97g:
77-7e)

The higher scores- of the ,students, l*towledge on topics are, thehigher s:ores of their abitity in writing a ciherent expository dis-
course (Dwimaretno, J 996 : S)

There- is a signifcant positive correlation between frer1uency ofwatching W serials and speaking ability (Ambarkati, liOlilSl
The high scores ofstudents'experience in Engrish songs tend to gotogether with high scores of itudents' Engtiih pro":*Trionon (su_listyaningtyas, t 996 : 3)

As class level increases,
the average score -for descriptive papers should also increase,
the average coherence scoie foi dlescripnve papers shourd arso in-
crease,
the average compreri{y o1f sentences per papel shourd arso increase,
the average number ofsentences pri popu, should also increase,
the average frequency o.f grammatiioi urrorc per pqper should de_crease,
the average frequency af mechanical errors per paper should de_creose.

Qarief 1990:6-T).

The.average seoreifor argumentative papers of the seniors shourd behigher than that of theiuiiors 6ane7'tiOO;|.

The average coherence-score-for urgumentative pqpers of the seniorsshould be higher than that oyihe iuilors (Latief't;g0;7j.' 
-"- '
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Student s learning vo cab ulary through distri.b uted practic e--pracfi c e

in leaming vocabulary through several short sessions separated by

one or wo days-- achieve better than those learning vocabulary

through massed practice --practice in leaming vocabulary through a

few tong sessions separated by one week or two (Diiwandono, 2001:

les).

,4.chievement in langudge learning by K] students is significantly

better than that by K2 students (Gosong, 1993:20)'

Students who are taught'with summarizing technique perfortn better

in literal reading comprehension skill than those taught with non-

summari zing tecltnique (Junaidi, 1 9 9 6 : I 0).

The'mean of vocabulary gain score of the group uryder individual-

ized vocabilary instruction is higher than that of the group under

teacher-centered instruction (Masduki, I 999 : I I )'

The total group of learners treated with individualized technique of
instructioi have ietter wfitten performonce of the English verb have

arul tense auxiliary have than the other total group treated with ffa-

diti anat full-clas s teaching (Hars ono, 1 99 3 : I 6)'

Misplaced Eypothesis

Following are examples of hypothesis statements which are mis-

placed as they-are null hypothesis instead of theoretical hypothesis which

function should be to predict the answer to the problem of the study based

on theory or logical common sense'

There is no dffirence in reliubility between Cloze Test and Multiple

choice Test which are based on dffirent texts with the same level of
readibility in measuring reading comprehension ability (Annoko,

1991:5)

There is no difference between the mean ofvocabulary goin score of
the group undu, individualized vocabulary insftuction and the mean
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of vocabulary gain score of the group under teacher-centered in'
s truction (Masduki, I 999: l0).

There is no difference in, discrimination index between Cloze Test

and Multiple Choice Test which are based on diferent texts with the

same level af readibility in measuring reading Comprehension ability
(Atmoko, 1991:5)

There is no difference in level of dfficulty between Cloze Test and
Multiple Choice Test which are based on dffirent texts with the same

Ievel of readibility in measuring reading Comprehension ability (At-
moko, l99l:5)

Not Clearly Stated Hypothesis

Some hypothesis statements need elaborations to show the detailed
plan of the research strat€gy in analysis. Following are examples of the
hypothesis statements which need more elaborations.

There is a significant reiationship between the use af syntactic clues
and the use of semantic clues (Kusumarasdyati,1996:7).

The mean of structure test resulted by Englishfor Beginners is signifi-
cantly better than the mean resulted by the Bahasa Inggris 2a untuk
SMP publkhed by Balai Pu,rralca (Waskito, 1994;10)

The mean of interview test resulted by English for Beginners is signrf-
cantly better than the mean resulted by Bahasa Inggris 2a untuk SMP
published hy Balai Pustaka (-W-askito, 1994;10)

Kusumarasdyati's hlpothesis statement which refers to correlational
data analysis technique could be made more operational into:

The more the students are sble to identify the syntoctic clues the bet-
ter they are in identifying the semantic clues.

Waskito's hypothesis statements which refer to comparative data
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analysis technique could be made more operational into:

,I,hemeanofthe,structuretestscoresforthesturlentswhoaretaught

using EnglishT", i"g;no" is signifiant higher than-th1t{or the stu-

dents who oru tougit using nahasi Inggris 2a untuk SMP Puhlished by

Balai Pustaka.

Themeanoftheinterviewtestscoresforthestudentswhoaretaught
using Englishf* i"inn*t is significant higher than thlt{or the sfi't-

dents who are taugit using nahisi Inggris 2a untwk SMP Publisked by

BalaiPustaka-

AmbiguouslY Stated HYPothesis

Following are examples of hypothesis staternents which need more

olaboration to avoid ;;6;y i, the oesigu of research to be applied.

The students' scores on Reading Comorehension test elicited with

McrJbrmat rrn'\,Wi;";;;M";'fth their scores on Reading com-

prehension test eliitedwith SATformat (Mahmud' 1996:4)

There is a significant difierence in students'writing achievement of all

course levels as shoin by their average scores on the eryository

writing test (Mukminatiei, 1997: l3)

Therekasignificantdifferenceinstudents'wrifingachievementofall
caurse levels as showi" by their average scores on the narrstive writ-

ing te st (Itlulcrninatien, I 997 : I 3)

There is a signif'cant difference between the group with Blaom's tax-

onorny of cognitive leviis of questions which-put more stress on CAA

types of questions and thb g'oup with KCA (traditional) types of

questions on suints' readiig atitity (Suriosoeseno' )991:8)

Therewouldbeasigniflcantrelationshipbetweenstudents,para-
graph knowled[e-oni''nua ability to write an expository paragraph

(Rohimah, 1992:6)
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For the students.with good English achievement, the frequency of
general and local strategies used in reading an Indonesian tact is dif-
ferent from that used in reading an Engrish text (suharmanio,
2000: I 6).

For the students- with poor Engrish achievement, the frequency of
general and locar strategies used in reading an Indonesian text is dif-
ferent from that used in reading an Engrish text (suharmanio,
2000: I6).

For the students with good Engrish achievement and poor Engtish
achievement the frequency of generar and rocar straigres used in
reading an Indo-nesian tqct is different from that used ii reading an
English text (Suharmanto, 2000: I 6).

The use of Indonesian as dairy communication medium in students,
family life k retded to the achievement of those students in rearning
Indanesian at sckool (Gosong, 1993:20).

There is a difference in the students'writing abitity between those
who use clustering strotegy and those who di not uie mapping strat-
egt, between those wha use listing strqtegl and those wli-ao not use
mapping strategr, between those using rtutlining strateg) and those
using listing strategt, between those uTing lisnig strat$,, and those
using outlining strategy, between those ising iutt*infirg strateg/
and those using clusfering strategt (Tetaumbinua, I OOi I i)

_ . . 
m: term highly correlatedbv Mahmud or signifcant relationshipby

Rohimah-and by Kusurnarasdyati in the above exampres may read to twopossible interpretations; negatively correlatea or poritioety-lonetateo. agood hypothesis states crearly whether the correration ;, going ; be nega-
tive or positive, as follows.

The higher the students"scotes on Reading comprehension elicited
with MCT farmqt a-re, the higher their scores on Reading compre-
he ns i on e Ii c i t e d w i th sA T fo r ia t ar e . (p ositiv" 

""rr"r"ti;;t,
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The higher the students' scores on Reading comprehension elicited

with MCT format are, the lower lheir scores on Reading comprehen-

sion elicited with SAT formdt are. (Negative correlation)'

The higher the students' paragraph l*towledge is, the higher their

abitity in writing an expository paragraph (Positive correlation)

or
The higher the students' paragraph lmowledge is, the lower tlteir

abilityin writing an expository paragraph (Negative correlation).

The statement there is a significant dffirence by Mukminatin could

be made more specifi c llke the higher the coutse level is, the better the

achievemenf is. Or the seniors have better wrifing achievements than the

juniors as shown by their qverage scores on expository writing lest-

sulrarmanto,s statement ...is diferent from that of, surjosoeseno's and

Telaumbanua's statement There is a dffirence does not predict theoreti-

cally which one is going to be better. Suharmanto states the hypothesis for

good achierrers, foi low achievers, and for both the high and low achiev-

Jrs. The last hypothesis for the high and low achievers does not give clear

reference who ittey are. Gosong's statement ..is related fo.. again gives

another example of hypothesis staternent which does not show the direc-

tion of the relationship between the variables involved'

\Vrong Hypotbesis

Following are examples of hlpothesis statements which are wrong as

they are not easily transformable to statistical hlpothesis'

Learning English at the elementary school age supports the ability of
the studints in learning the language at SW (Ivonne, 1995:4)

The word support is not an operational statement for a hypothesis

which tries to test correlational relationship between the variables in-

volved. In fact, the word support is closer to the interpretation of causal

relationship to correlational- relationship between variables' A suggested

better statement of hypothesis sold read like this:
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The longer and more intensive Engtish course the elementary school
age sludents erperience, the better they wiil succeed in learning
English ar SLTP.

CLOSING

Hypothesis is of several types, each of which has to be stated ac-
cording to its own function and placed accordingly. Several theses have
shown ambiguous hypothesis statements, some have shown wrong hy-
pothesis statements, some do not state hypothesis clearly, and still iome
others even misplace their hypothesis. Good, clear, and correct hypothesis
statements are helpful to the researchers themselves as well as to the read-
ers in guiding where the research is up to.
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